
Rules and Licenses

Character/ VTuber/UTAU - Tsukiyama Tomo “築山とも ”
Belonging to : HuroNomoe / HN

Terms of use of the Voice Library and the character itself!
When publishing a work using a voicebank (referred to as Tsukiyama Tomo ), you must name the
voice library "UTAU Tsukiyama Tomo" or "Tsukiyama Tomo" without adding UTAU*.

When specifying the name or author of a voicebank, you must write the names exactly as
written above. You cannot name a voicebank under any other name, nor can you assign this
voice bank to any other author.

Use content;
Ask the author for permission to create sexual content.
Don't create violent content.
Don't create political content.
Don't create religious content.
Don't use old images of Tsukiyama Tomo.
Do not use voicedata to mislead.
Don't call Tsukiyama Tomo by any other name.
Do not use voicedata sampling in programmes such as VOCALOID.
Do not use Tsukiyama Tomo images to generate AI derived images.

The following types of content are expressly prohibited;
It's forbidden - Criminal or illegal content.
It's forbidden - Explicit sexual content of minors.
It's forbidden - Hateful content.
It's forbidden - Using the image and other images of my UTAU to incite hatred and extremism.

It is forbidden to use my characters for VTubers! Only I (HuroNomoe)
can use my characters for this purpose, and no one will get permission to
reuse them in VTuber.
It is forbidden to use Tsukiyama Tomo's voice data to create derivative characters.
It is illegal to use/convert Tsukiyama Tomo into VOCALOID software.

Commercial use;
You can use the character for commercial purposes such as "badges, key
chains, posters, figurines, stickers, music you wrote with this character, etc"
without individual permission., for other purposes please contact me by mail:
huro.nomoe.hn@gmail.com or contact@huronomoe.ru .



Editing;
You are only allowed to refine or enhance the sound of this voicebank. You cannot edit audio
in any other way. You can edit any config files like oto.ini or FRQ.

Redistribution;
Before this voice bank is removed for public access, you can freely distribute part or all of
this voice bank in any way, with or without changes, provided that you correctly indicate the
name and author of the voice bank and clearly indicate all the changes made…
After you stop distributing a voicebank, you are free to distribute
part or all of that voicebank in any manner, with or without modification, subject to the above
license conditions and provided
you correctly identify the name and author of the voicebank and clearly indicate any changes
made.

You can freely share vocals created with this voicebank ( original music,
covers, images drawn by you ).

All of the above descriptions are the official rules for using the
voicebank. The rules are subject to change without individual
notification, so check them occasionally.

For additional questions, please write:
Twitter: https://twitter.com/Huro_Nomoe

Or email contact@huronomoe.ru and huro.nomoe.hn@gmail.com

Don't break the rules☆
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